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This soft-cover booklet is a completely revised English
edition published only 2 y after the first English edition. The
initial edition was met with great approval by the English-
speaking world, providing an enormous incentive for the
authors to further improve and update the text.

All chapters have been thoroughly revised and updated to
include the latest developments in the ever-changing field of
MRI technology. In particular, the chapter on cardiovascular
imaging has been improved and expanded. Moreover, 2
completely new chapters have been added: ‘‘Fat Suppression
Technique’’ and ‘‘High-Field Clinical MR Imaging.’’

This booklet, divided into 15 chapters, introduces the
physics and function of MRI and presents all the important
and clinically relevant aspects in a clearly structured man-
ner. Practical information is emphasized, including the
latest trends and developments relevant to clinical MRI.

The opening chapters describe the underlying physical
principles of spin and MRI phenomena, relaxation, image
contrast, slice selection and spatial encoding, factors affect-
ing signal-to-noise ratio, MRI scanners, and the basic and
fast-pulse sequences and fat-suppression techniques com-
monly used in clinical MRI. Other chapters are dedicated
to more advanced techniques such as parallel imaging and

cardiovascular MRI. The book is rounded out by chapters on
MRI contrast agents, artifacts, high-field imaging, and bio-
effects, as well as safety concerns.

The 57 figures are clearly illustrated for easier under-
standing of MRI physical principles and techniques. There
are also 9 tables concisely summarizing image contrast,
signal intensities, parameters for signal-to-noise ratio and
scanning time, and contrast agents. An extensive glossary
offers rapid access to the most important MRI terminology.

This book is intended for medical students, imaging
residents, and technologists—in brief, all readers who, at
the beginning of their MRI training, are looking for an
easy-to-understand and concise introduction to this fasci-
nating yet somewhat complex imaging modality.

The book will be helpful not to MRI specialists or MRI
physicists but to nuclear medicine physicians or technol-
ogists seeking a basic understanding of MRI to apply to
correlative or fused imaging with PET or SPECT.
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